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Santa's Toy Run @ RA

Posted by AgRacer - 03 Nov 2013 13:14
_____________________________________

Since I just moved to NC, and haven't been on track since May, I am looking forward to finally getting
back on track.

Who all is planning on attending the last SE event of the year? I'm looking forward to racing at RA since
Ive only ever done DEs there.

I do need to fix my radiator and my clutch before then.
============================================================================

Re: Santa's Toy Run @ RA
Posted by michaelreich - 21 Nov 2013 16:46

_____________________________________

Brian -

I cannot make it. I am shooting for lots of 2014 events. Thanks for remembering me.
============================================================================

Re: Santa's Toy Run @ RA
Posted by AgRacer - 27 Nov 2013 08:46

_____________________________________

Sadly, I have to drop out. Work changed it's schedule on me so I lost Saturday.

As it stands right now, Im going to be able to make 5 of the races so far next year plus the big one in
Aug. I dont know my schedule after Sept yet so I wont know about next oct-dec until about Aug
timeframe. Im also looking into making up a few of those missed races with either track days or PCA
races, I just dont know what other DE/Track Day groups exist in this region.
============================================================================

Re: Santa's Toy Run @ RA
Posted by Brian Evans - 27 Nov 2013 14:02

_____________________________________
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Too bad, Ag-

Fortunately, there are plenty of track days/clubs that run at Road Atlanta, AMP, CMP, Roebling, VIR,
Barber, etc:

Just Track It
Chin Motorsports
Turn One (CMP only)
MVP
Hooked On Driving
Rezoom
Tarheel
PCA
BMWCCA

I'm sure I left a few out============================================================================

Re: Santa's Toy Run @ RA
Posted by AgRacer - 27 Nov 2013 15:09

_____________________________________

CMP and VIR are both ~2 hours away from me so I am looking to those for some easy local track days.
VIR is closed until March or so because of track paving projects so that leaves CMP. Their Turn One is
hosting an event on 14-15 which will be the first time Ive been on track since COTA in May and since Ive
rebuilt the head and rewired the car.
============================================================================
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